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Resonant photoemission involving dissociative core excited states has been the subject of a great number of
experimental and theoretical investigations in recent time. The resonant decay of such dissociating systems has
been shown to lead to semiatomic Auger electron emission spectra, with particular angular behavior. In the
present paper a detailed theoretical analysis of dissociative resonant photoemission spectra ofhomonuclear
diatomic molecules is presented. The theory addresses both fixed in space and randomly oriented homonuclear
molecules and emphasizes the Doppler effect and the role of the interference between channels referring to the
Doppler split atomic fragments. It is shown that peaks originating from decay in the atomic fragments can be
asymmetric and structured due to the Doppler interference effect. The predicted strong non-Lorentzian behav-
ior of the substructure on the top of the Doppler broadened atomiclike contribution is traced to the interplay
between decay channels leading to gerade and ungerade final states. Simulations based on wave-packet theory
are compared with experimental data for molecular oxygen. Our numerical simulations of the atomiclike
resonance of fixed in space molecules show that the spectral profile is very sensitive to the shape of interatomic
potentials of core excited and final states. It is shown that the Doppler effect in the decay spectra depends upon
the symmetry of the core excited state.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.66.022509 PACS number~s!: 33.20.Rm, 33.80.Gj, 33.70.2w
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I. INTRODUCTION

Channel-channel interference is a highly observable ef
inherent in x-ray scattering spectroscopies of species
sessing short-lived inner-shell hole states. When the lifet
broadening is of the same order of magnitude as the le
splitting the decay channels referring to the different lev
will interfere. The interference not only distorts the spectru
but can also modify the center of gravity of the vertical tra
sitions shifting the apparent binding energies. Ever since
first prediction of lifetime vibrational interference in vibra
tionally resolved x-ray emission spectra@1#, the interference
effect has been analyzed and measured in many diffe
circumstances@2–5#.

These measurements are possible mainly as a co
quence of modern synchrotron radiation sources provid
high-resolution soft x-rays. Detailed studies of interferen
as manifested inresonantx-ray spectroscopies, such as x-r
resonant photoemission~RPE! and radiative x-ray Raman
scattering spectroscopy, require tunable narrow-band ra
tion. For dissociative intermediate core excited states, re
nant dissociative photoemission or fluorescence sp
troscopies have revealed particularly interesting scatte
spectra motivating theoretical interpretations such as inter
ence. A large number of fundamental and applied stud
have been presented in this field@3,5–12#. An excellent ex-
ample of the important exchange between theoretical w
and experiment is the prediction and verification of atom
holes, which is a manifestation of interference betwe

*Permanent address: Institute of Automation and Electrome
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia.
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nuclear continua belonging to the molecular compound
the atomic fragment from resonant photoemission de
@13–15#.

Quite recently it was predicted that RPE from dissociat
core excited states can be strongly influenced by the e
tronic Doppler effect, and that the resonance related t
decay transition in a fragment of dissociation~atomiclike
resonance! can be ‘‘Doppler’’ split @16#. This effect was ob-
served for oxygen@17,18# and recently also for ozone@19#,
HF @20#, and SF6 @21#. The electronic Doppler effect can b
observed also in molecular bands in the spectral region
lated to the transitions between parallel parts of the c
excited and final state potentials@22#. When the decay tran
sitions appear between bound states, the center of gravi
the RPE profile can be Doppler shifted@23#. The electronic
Doppler effect makes the electron-ion coincidence spect
of homonuclear molecules@24# asymmetrical. It was also
predicted that the additional structure of so-called ‘‘atom
like’’ peaks can be manifested as a substructure on the to
the broad Doppler peak@16,17,23#, which refers to a new
kind of interference effect, aDoppler interferenceeffect.
This substructure can in principle be sharper than both
lifetime broadening and the width of the spectral functions
the x-ray excitation~resonance ultranarrowing!.

The examples mentioned above highlight some of
many possibilities to analyze new physical effects which
offered by current synchrotron-based spectroscopies in c
nection with resonant scattering channels for dissocia
core excited states. In the present work we focus on
effect of Doppler interference, namely the role of the inter-
ference effect between the Doppler split homonuclear s
cies, and analyze in detail the origin of the structures in
final-state spectrum.

y,
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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A. BAEV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 022509 ~2002!
Our analysis is focused on the spectral shape and br
ening of the atomiclike resonances. The naive picture s
that these resonances have a Lorentzian shape with the w
equal to the lifetime broadening. First of all we confirm e
lier findings @16# that the atomiclike resonance can be Do
pler split ~parallel geometry! or Doppler broadened~perpen-
dicular geometry!. We predict also an asymmetry an
additional broadening of the atomiclike resonance caused
the finite lifetime of the core excited state in the sense t
the decay events take place between slightly nonparallel
tential curves because the nuclear wave packet has no tim
reach the ‘‘strict’’ region of dissociation. We find that th
shape of the atomiclike resonance of aligned molecule
related to the shape of interatomic potentials. This ma
RPE spectroscopy of atomic transitions of fixed in spa
molecules very promising for studies of interatomic pote
tials, something that now is a realistic proposition owing
the developments of energy resolved ion-electron coin
dence techniques@25#. Simulations are carried out with th
aid of wave-packet techniques applied to the GS2O 1ss*
22sg

21/2su
21 resonant photoemission transition in molec

lar oxygen in order to illustrate various aspects of the th
retical analysis. A comparison with a recently recorded R
spectrum of O2 is made and discussed.

II. TIME-INDEPENDENT DESCRIPTION OF RESONANT
PHOTOEMISSION FROM HOMONUCLEAR

DIATOMICS

The role of the Doppler effect and interchannel interf
ence on the formation of the RPE profile can be clearly
derstood in the framework of the stationary formalism, as
briefly describe below.

The localized picture of scattering

We consider the situation when a molecule absorbs
x-ray photon of frequencyv followed by a Coulomb trig-
gered decay to a set of final states which produces an A
electron of energyE. When the incident x-ray beam is mono
chromatic the spectral features of the RPE process ca
described by the double differential cross section:

s0~E,v!5(
f

uF f u2D~v2E2v f 0 ,G f !, ~1!

whereG f is the lifetime broadening of the final statef. In the
localized picture resonant scattering of x-ray photons
homonuclear diatomic molecules goes through intermed
states with a core hole localized at one of the two atomsn
51, 2. These scattering channels are indistinguishable,
the scattering amplitude is therefore the sum of two con
butions

F f5F f
~1!1F f

~2! , F f
~n!52i^C f uC f

~n!~0!&,

C f
~n!~0!5i(

c

Qf c
~n!uc&^cuDc0

~n!u0&
v2vc01iG

, Dc0
~n!5e"Dc0

~n! . ~2!
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Heree is the polarization vector of the x-ray photon,Dc0
(n) is

the dipole matrix element between core excited and gro
electronic states,vc05Ec2E0 is the resonant frequency o
core excitation 0→c, and G is the inverse lifetime of the
core excited state. The scattering amplitude is written in
Born-Oppenheimer approximation withu0&, uc&, and uC f& as
nuclear wave functions of the ground, core excited, and fi
states, respectively. To be specific, we consider here the
of K excitation. Due to strong localization of the 1sn func-
tion, only a region near thenth atom with the coordinateRn

is important for the decay amplitudeQf c
(n) . The wave func-

tion of the fast Auger electron with the momentumk reads in
this region

Ck~r !'ck~rn!eik•Rn,

ck~rn!'(
lm

Rkl~r n!Ylm~ r̂n!. ~3!

Here rn5r2Rn , Ylm( r̂n) are the spherical functions,r̂
5r /r . This gives us a phase factor in the Coulomb mat
element. Let us put the origin in the center of gravity of t
molecule, whereR152R/2, R25R/2, and

Qf c
~1!5qf c

~1!e2ik•R/2, Qf c
~2!5qf c

~2!eik•R/2. ~4!

First of all, such phase factors in the electronic matrix e
ments result in phase factors in the partial scattering am
tudes@16#

F f
~1!5Ff

~1!e2iqR0, F f
~2!5Ff

~2!eiqR0,

q5
1

2
k cosu, ~5!

whereR0 is the equilibrium internuclear distance, andu is
the angle between the momentumk of an Auger electron and
the molecular axis.

Another important manifestation of the phase factors~4!
is the electronic Doppler effect for the case of dissociat
core excited states. When the scattering duration time@26# is
large the nuclear wave packet can reach the region of di
ciation, leading to decay events that take place in both
‘‘molecular’’ and in the ‘‘dissociative’’ regions. These deca
transitions form a broad ‘‘molecular’’ background and na
row atomiclike peaks@3#. The corresponding scattering am
plitude thus consists of molecular and atomic contributio

Ff
~n!5Ff

~n!~mol!1
qf c

~n!~`!Dc0
~n!

E2vc f~`!6kv cosu1iG
,

v5ADe

2m
, ~6!

where vc f(`)5Uc(`)2U f(`), and qf c(`) is the decay
resonant frequency, and the decay matrix element, res
tively; label ` specifies that the corresponding quantity
given for the dissociation region,R5`. Here we used the
energy conservation law for the whole scattering proce
9-2
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DOPPLER INTERFERENCE IN DISSOCIATIVE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 022509 ~2002!
The free motion of the dissociating atoms leads to the e
tronic Doppler shiftk"v which has opposite sign~1 and2!
for atoms 1 and 2. The speedv, of a dissociating atom of a
molecule is expressed via the kinetic energy release,De
5v1E02Uc(`), in the dissociative intermediate state.

In the general case two scattering channels,n51 and 2,
@Eq. ~6!# interfere

s~E,v!5 (
f 5g,u

@ uF f
~1!u21uF f

~2!u2

12 Re~F f
~1!* F f

~2!eikR0 cosu!#D~v2E2v f 0 ,G f !.

~7!

This interference will be suppressedF f
(1)* F f

(2)'0 when the
Auger electron is emitted along the molecular axis andkv
*G since the scattering channels are distinguishable.
Doppler splitting is equal to zero whenk'R. In this case the
scattering channels are indistinguishable and the interfere
reaches a maximum.

However, the additional mechanism of suppression of
interference exists. In the region of dissociation one can
distinguish gerade and ungerade final states of equal en
Due to this fact both gerade and ungerade partial cross
tions contribute to the same atomic peak although the ge
and ungerade interference terms have opposite signs@16#. It
may seem that these terms would cancel each other, h
ever, we show in Secs. IV and V that this cancellation is
complete due to different magnitudes of the gerade and
gerade interference terms~see also@16#!.

The discussion thus far only concerns aligned molecu
in the sample. Molecules are randomly oriented in the
phase and the RPE cross section has then to be averaged
the molecular orientations. We outline this averaging in S
III A. It is worth noting that even for randomly oriented mo
ecules one can speak about certain molecular orientat
due to the orientational selectivity of photoabsorption, wh
depends on the angle between the polarization vector and
transition dipole moment~2!.

III. WAVE-PACKET DYNAMICS

It appears to be useful both from theoretical and com
tational points of view to switch to the time-dependent re
resentation for the RPE cross section~1!. This is accom-
plished with the aid of a half-Fourier transform of th
scattering amplitude~2!

s0~E,v!5
1

p
ReE

0

`

dts0~t!ei~v2E1E0!t. ~8!

The impossibility of distinguishing between scattering cha
nels through equivalent atoms makes the autocorrela
function s0(t) for a homonuclear molecule

s0~t!5 (
f 5g,u

@s f
~1!~t !1s f

~2!~t !1s f
~12!~t !#,

s f
~n!~t !5^C f

~n!~0!uC f
~n!~t !&, ~9!
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s f
~12!~t !5^C f

~1!~0!uC f
~2!~t !&1^C f

~2!~0!uC f
~1!~t !&,

qualitatively different from the case of a heteronuclear m
ecule @3,16#. Indeed, besides the direct termss f

(1)(t) and
s f

(2)(t), the autocorrelation function also includes an int
ference terms f

(12)(t). The autocorrelation functions ar
given by overlaps of the wave packets

C f
~n!~t !5e2~iH f1G f !tC f

~n!~0!,
~10!

C f
~n!~0!5E

0

`

dte@i~v1E0!2G#tQf c
~n!cc~ t !.

To find C f
(n)(0) we have to solve the time-dependent Sch¨-

dinger equation for the wave packetcc(t)5exp
(2iHct)Du0& propagating in the core excited potential wi
the initial conditioncc(0)5Du0&. The next step is the solu
tion to the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation for the
wave packetC f

(n)(t) propagating along the final state pote
tial surface.

As it was pointed out above~see also Ref.@16#! the op-
posite phases~4! of the partial scattering amplitudes~2! give
the phase factor exp(ik"R) in the interference terms f

(12)(t)
@see also Eq.~7!# and the opposite Doppler shifts of th
atomic peaks related to the atoms 1 and 2.

In real experiments the incident radiation has finite sp
tral width. The cross section in this case is given by t
convolution of the cross section for monochromatic exci
tion s0(E,v) with the spectral distributionF of incident
radiation@3,13#

s~E,v!5E dv1s0~E,v1!F~v2v1 ,g!. ~11!

Averaging over molecular orientations.
Orientational selectivity of photoexcitation

The RPE cross section for the randomly oriented sam
must be@Eq. ~11!# averaged over all molecular orientation
R̂5R/R. This procedure is equivalent to averaging over
directions ofe andk with a fixed angle betweene andk.

The dependence of the RPE cross section on the direc
of molecule axis,R̂, originates from the photoabsorption am
plitude Dc05e"Dc0 , the decay amplitudeqf c5qf c(u), and
the phase factors exp@6i(kR/2)cosu#. It is instructive to ex-
tract the photoabsorption factor from the RPE cross sect

s~E,v!5ue"D̂c0u2s8~E,v;u!. ~12!

For example,s(E,v)5(ue"D̂p
x u21ue"D̂p

y u2)s8(E,v;u) for
1s→p* photoabsorption transition (Dp'R), and s(E,v)
5ue"R̂u2s8(E,v;u) for 1s→s* photoexcitation. Finally, the
orientational averaging of the cross section is reduced to
averaging only over anglesu betweenk andR
9-3
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s̄~E,v!5
1

4p E dR̂s~E,v!

5
1

4 E0

p

du sinus8~E,v;u!h~u!. ~13!

For a fixed angleu betweenR andk the angular distribution
of core excited molecules depends both onu and the angle
betweene andk ~Fig. 1!

h~u!5H 11cos2 u2~3 cos2 u21!~ ê"k̂!2,
1s→p* ,

2 cos2 u1~3 cos2 u21!@~ ê"k̂!221#,
1s→s* .

~14!

The orientational selectivity of photoexcitation,h~u!, de-
scends from the averaging ofue"D̂c0u2, according to the
equation: eiej̄5$d i j @12(ê"k̂)2#1 k̂i k̂ j@3(ê"k̂)221#%/2.
Clearly, this selectivity is qualitatively different for 1s
→p* and 1s→s* excitations due to different orientation
of p ands orbitals relative to the molecular axis.

1. Doppler splitting

The Doppler shiftuk"vu, which is hidden ins8(E,v;u),
takes a maximum value whenu50° and 180°. This mean
that an ideal condition for observation of the Doppler sp
ting occurs ifh~u! is maximal for these angles. For the 1s
→s* channel it happens whenkie, while for the 1s→p*
excitation whenk'e ~Fig. 1!. Another distinction ofs andp
excitations is the depth of theh~u! function for u590°
which defines the contrast of the Doppler splitting. Contra
to thes channel, the suppression of theh~u! function for u
590° is not complete in the case ofp excitation~Fig. 1!.

2. Doppler broadening

The Doppler splitting is absent whenk'e (kie) for s ~p!
channels since hereh(0°)5h(180°)50 ~Fig. 1!. The

FIG. 1. Orientational selectivity of the photoabsorption~14! for
1s→s* and 1s→p* photoexcitations.
02250
-

y

atomic peak experiences then only the Doppler broaden
but the interference becomes important for such experim
tal geometries.

IV. INTERFERENCE TERM

When k'e the axes of the core excited molecules a
oriented primarily perpendicularly tok. In this case the Dop-
pler shift is small and the interference of the two scatter
channels takes a maximum value. This interference yie
the narrow structure~dip or peak! on the top of the
atomiclike resonance@16#. We intend here to gain more
physical insight into the nature of this interference structu
The main physical reason for this structure is the interplay
the Doppler shiftk"v, phase factor exp(ık"R), and orienta-
tional averaging.

A. Role of symmetry

The parity of states is important for the interference te
@16#. Let us analyze the parity sensitive factor in the scat
ing amplitude~2!

z f
~n!5qf c

~n!Dc0
~n! ~15!

for the studied participator process in molecular oxygen:

1s→s* →@s* →1s;2s f→continuum#,

f 5g,u. ~16!

In the molecular frame withRiz we can write the
following expansion of the molecular orbitals~MOs! over
atomic orbitals: 2s f5(n( lcf l

(n)Rl(r n)Yl0( r̂ n), s*
5(n(LCuL

(n)RL(r n)YL0( r̂ n). The wave function of a fast Au-
ger electron is given by Eq.~3!.

This immediately results in

z f
~n!5(

L
(

l
z f ,Ll

~n! , z f ,Ll
~n! 5cf l

~n!~R!Cu1
~n!CuL

~n!~R!z f ,Ll ,

~17!

where the parameterz f ,Ll is independent of the number o
atomsn. To be specific let us assume that local frames
first and second atoms have the same orientation. The p
of MOs @cgl

(2)5(21)lcgl
(1) ,cul

(2)52(21)lcul
(1)# leads to

zg,Ll
~2! 52~21!L11zg,Ll

~1! , zu,Ll
~2! 5~21!L1 lzu,Ll

~1! , ~18!

respectively. We arrived at the important conclusion that g
ade and ungerade final states have opposite signs of th
terference contributions

zg,Ll
~2! zg,Ll

~1!* 52~21!L1 l uzg,Ll
~1! u2,

~19!
zu,Ll

~2! zu,Ll
~1!* 5~21!L1 l uzu,Ll

~1! u2.

It is also important to note that the decay amplitude depe
on the internuclear distance,qf c

(n)(R), contrary to the photo-
absorption amplitudeDc0

(n) which depends only on equilib
rium distance,R0 . Due to this fact the MO coefficients in
9-4
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DOPPLER INTERFERENCE IN DISSOCIATIVE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 022509 ~2002!
Eq. ~17! cf l
(n)(R) and CuL

(n)(R) depend onR, while Cu1
(n)

5Cu1
(n)(R0). We will see now that theR dependence of MO

coefficients is very important for the interference term sin
these coefficients show the contribution of atomic orbit
~AOs! of different parities to the molecular orbital. Now w
are at the stage to write down the final expression for
partial interference contribution~9!

@sg
~12!~t !1su

~12!~t !#Ll

5~21!L1 l@^C̄u
~1!~0!uuzu,Ll

~1! u2uC̄u
~2!~t !&

1^C̄u
~2!~0!uuzu,Ll

~1! u2uC̄u
~1!~t !&

2^C̄g
~1!~0!uuzg,Ll

~1! u2uC̄g
~2!~t !&

2^C̄g
~2!~0!uuzg,Ll

~1! u2uC̄g
~1!~t !&#. ~20!

Here the wave packetsC̄ f
(n)(t) is given by the same formula

asC f
(n)(t) with z f

(n)51. As is well established now@27#, the
interchannel interference is strongly related to the parity
lection rule for radiative x-ray Raman scattering. In the ca
of RPE we can speak about parity selection rules only w
AOs of the same parity form MOs~it is the case ofp orbitals
@28# or transitions in the dissociative region, Sec. V!. The
interference contributions for gerade and ungerade fi
states have the same absolute values only in the dissoci
region: zg,Ll

(2) zg,Ll
(1)* 52zu,Ll

(2) zu,Ll
(1)* 52(21)L1 l uzu,Ll

(1) u2. For
example, for oxygen,cf l

(1)5d l ,1 /&, CuL
(1)5dL,1 /& in the

dissociative region, where onlyp atomic orbitals contribute
to MOs of the studied core excited and final states. T
means that the interference contribution disappears if the
sociative contribution dominates in integrals~20! since in the
region of dissociation

zg,Ll
~2! zg,Ll

~1!* 1zu,Ll
~2! zu,Ll

~1!* 5uzu,Ll
~1! u22uzg,Ll

~1! u250,

R→`. ~21!

The interference term~20! is different from zero only in the
molecular region@where uzu

(1)u22uzg
(1)u2Þ0 is important in

the matrix elements~20!#. Indeed in this region, the 2s
atomic orbitals also contribute tos* [3su and 2s f MOs
and the MO coefficientsCgL

(n)(R) andCuL
(n)(R) become differ-

ent for 2sg and 2su orbitals. Equation~20! shows that the
sign of the interference contribution strongly depends on
sign of uzu,Ll

(1) u22uzg,Ll
(1) u2.

At first glance, Eq.~20! says that the total interferenc
term disappears even in the molecular region ifuzu,Ll

(1) u2

2uzg,Ll
(1) u250. However, we will show in Sec. IV B that suc

a naive picture does not hold sinceC̄u
(n)(t)ÞC̄g

(n)(t) due to
different potentials of the ungerade and gerade final stat

We see, finally, that the interference contribution stron
depends on the relative contribution of molecular and dis
ciative regions to the integrals over nuclear separationR,
appearing in the matrix elements~20!. Fortunately we can
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manipulate the molecular and dissociative contributions
these matrix elements by changing the duration time of
scattering process@3,26#.

B. The role of the scattering duration time

It is notable that in real situations scattering in both m
lecular and dissociative regions form atomic peaks~see Sec.
V!, and that the role of the molecular region is important
the interference term. We investigated above the role of thR
dependence of the electronic matrix elementsz f

(n) on the
interference term~20!. Now we intend to study anothe
physical mechanism which gives a nonzero value of the
terference term. To distinguish this mechanism from the p
vious one, we will assume here that the electronic ma
elements are the same for both gerade and ungerade
states:

z f ,Ll
~n! 51. ~22!

As was pointed out earlier@16# the interference term and th
RPE fine structure related to this term strongly depend on
lifetime broadening of the core excited stateG. It is impor-
tant to understand the dependence of the interference co
bution on the duration of scattering@26#

T5
1

AV21G2
, ~23!

which is the function ofG and detuningV.

1. Role of lifetime broadening

We keep in mind that the scattering amplitude~2! is a
projection of the wave packetC f

(n)(0) ~10! on the final state
C f . In the dissociative region the wave functions of gera
and ungerade final states normalized to the momentum h
free-particle asymptotes (f 5g,u)

C f'
1

A2p
eipR1d f , p5A2mDe ~24!

with different phase shifts,dgÞdu , due to different final
state potentialsUg(R)ÞUu(R). Clearly, the strict continuum
wave function,C i , is normalized to thed function of mo-
mentum due to the dominant role of the plane wave asym
tote on the norm ofC i . Now we can rewrite the contribution
of the wave packet propagating in the ungerade final stat
the total cross section as follows:

^CuuC f
~n!~0!&5eid^CguC f

~n!~0!&

1^~Cu2Cgeid!uC f
~n!~0!&,

d5du2dg . ~25!

To provide some physical insight let us utilize simplifie
interatomic potentials for gerade and ungerade final st
@29#, see Fig. 2. The continuum wave functionsCg andCu
spanning over the potential step~gerade state! and the poten-
9-5
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tial well ~ungerade state! have the same amplitude in th
dissociative region and different amplitudes in the molecu
region ~Fig. 2!. Due to this one can expect different scatt
ing amplitudes for gerade and ungerade final states~2!, Fg
ÞFu , if the scattering duration is short and therefore on
the molecular region contributes to the overlap~2!. We then
also expect thatFg5Fu whenT→` due to a major contri-
bution of the dissociative region. However, our simulatio
show that this naive picture is valid only when we changeT
by changing onlyG with V5const.

2. Role of the detuning

We found that in the dissociative region the ratiouFg /Fuu
is nearly independent of the detuningV. The reason for this
is the spatial distribution of the wave packet@26# @which is
denoted in Ref.@26# as CT(`)# that in the dissociative re
gion behaves as

C f~0!}expS 22G~R2R0!

v D . ~26!

This equation shows that the spatial distribution ofC f(0)
does not depend on detuning@increasinguVu only decreases
the amplitude ofC f(0)#. Due to this fact the overlap
^C f uC f

(n)& ~2! is the same forf 5g and f 5u for differentV
and the sameG. The only role of the detuning is the suppre
sion of both gerade and ungerade scattering channels b
same factor. Apparently, the role of the detuning becom
important whenuzu

(1)u22uzg
(1)u2Þ0.

V. COMPUTATIONAL

A. Dynamics and potential surfaces

We have imposed several simplifying assumptions in
simulations. First of all we neglect theR dependence of the
electronic matrix element and we assume that they are
same for gerade and ungerade final states~22!. This R de-
pendence is, however, very important for the interfere
contribution within the molecular region. Indeed, accordi

FIG. 2. Qualitative picture of ungerade and gerade molec
wave functions for corresponding model final state potentials. Ill
tration of the formation of the interference term for a finite lifetim
of the core excited state.
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to Sec. IV A, the interference term strongly depends on
parities of atomic orbitals which form the correspondi
MOs. Clearly, the MOs are formed by AOs of different pa
ties. On the way from the dissociative to the molecular
gion the relative weights of different AOs change drastica
The main subject of this study, the atomic peak is, howev
not very sensitive to these changes. In the calculation we
neglect the anisotropy of the decay electronic matrix e
mentsqf c , for the case whereG f50.01 eV for monochro-
matic excitation.

We study the following participator RPE process for m
lecular oxygen

v1O2⇒H O2* ~1s1→s* !

O2* ~1s2→s* !J ⇒O2
1~2sg,u

21!1e2. ~27!

The potential curves of the ground, core excited, and fi
states are shown in Fig. 3. The ground and fin
2sg

21/2su
21(2Sg ,4Sg /2Su ,4Su) states of O2 were com-

puted with the aid of theDALTON code @30# with complete
active space MCSCF wave functions with a large exten
basis set: aug-cc-pVTZ. The details of the calculations
be obtained from the authors upon request. For the pote
surface of the core excitedu3S2&5u1s21s* (2S2)& state we
have employed the extensive CI calculation data of Kos
et al., which were produced in connection with their inves
gation of the NEXAFS spectrum of O2 @31,32#. It is appro-
priate to note that the 1s→s* excitation leads to two state
u1s21s* (2S2)& andu1s21s* (4S2)& related to the doublet
2S2, and quartet,4S2, ion cores, respectively. The ga
between these states@31,32# is 2.5 eV. The potential curve
were used in the wave-packet calculations employing
RAM @33# program developed by one of the authors.

We study here the lower doublet core excited state wh
is the only excited state in our experiment. According to F
3 one can expect two atomic peaks due to decay transit
to doublet and quartet final states with a spacing of 2.2 eV

r
-

FIG. 3. Potential surfaces of the ground, core excited, and fi
states. Upper single arrow shows the region reached by a w
packet in the core excited state forG50.08 eV andV50 @see Eq.
~28!#.
9-6
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the dissociation region,R5`, in agreement with the experi
mental photoelectron spectrum@34#. Experiment shows only
one peak corresponding to the doublet final state which
dicates a propensity that the spin multiplicity remains u
changed during the nonradiative decay. The propensity
however, dependent on the actual coupling order as we
on the size of the matrix elements.

B. Formation of spectrum of fixed in space molecule

Let us first analyze the RPE spectrum of fixed in spa
oxygen molecules~Fig. 4! with the molecular axis perpen
dicular and parallel to the direction of the Auger electr
ejection andV50. WhenR'k the Doppler shift is equal to
zero. The well-defined parities of the core excited and fi
states,L5 l 51, in the region of dissociation result in stric
selection rules. This is due to the nonparallel potential s
faces in the region of the decay transition. The ‘‘gerad
contribution to the atomic peak is almost suppressed@Fig.
4~A!#. Such parity selection rules break down in the case
a parallel geometry@Fig. 4~B!# due to the opposite Dopple
shifts of the left and right propagating atoms. One can
that both gerade and ungerade final states contribute to
Doppler split atomic peak in this case. The positions of
Doppler components for gerade and ungerade final state
different@see discussion of Eq.~29!#. It is worthwhile to note
that such parity selection rules are absent in the general
for decay transitions in the molecular region where atom
orbitals with different parities~L, l! form the MOs. This is
easy to see from the factor (21)L1 l in Eq. ~20!.

We see that the spectral profiles@Fig. 4~A!# for gerade and
ungerade atomic peaks are asymmetric and are broader

FIG. 4. Cross section for fixed in space orientation of oxyg
Gerade and ungerade final state contributions are shown
dashed and solid lines, respectively.G50.08 eV. V50 eV. ~A!
k'R. The ‘‘gerade’’ atomic peak is almost completely suppress
due to parity selection rules. The stick shows the position of
atomic peak forG50. ~B! kiR. The parity selection rules brea
down due to opposite Doppler shifts of the left-and righ
propagating atoms.
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the lifetime broadening. For example, the full width at ha
maximum~FWHM! of the gerade atomic peak~'0.2 eV! is
larger than the lifetime broadening 2G50.16 eV. The main
reason for this is that during the scatteringT51/G the wave
packet passes the distance

DR'
2v
G

;2 a.u. ~28!

in the core excited state. As one can see from Fig. 3
distance does not strictly reach the dissociative region, s
the potential surfaces of final states and the core excited s
are not parallel to each other. Moreover, gerade and unge
final state are split,DU5Uu(R)2Ug(R), at the terminal
point of the wave packet,R5R01DR, which depends on
the lifetime broadening according to Eq.~28!. Figure 5
shows clearly that this splitting becomes smaller with
creasing lifetime of the core excited state which agrees w
Eq. ~28!. Indeed

DU'0.15, 0.08, 0.06 eV ~29!

for G50.08, 0.04, 0.02 eV, respectively.
One can assume that the splittingDU also depends on the

detuningV becauseDR'vT ~28! depends onV through the
scattering duration time~23!. However, our simulations hav
shown very weakV dependence ofDU and the energy po-
sition of the atomic peak.

We know that within the dissociative region the dec
conserves the released kinetic energyDec5De f . Since the
potential surfaces are not parallel near the quasiatomic re
~28!, the decay transitions withDecÞDe f also contribute to
the atomic peak. This results in broadening and asymme
The splitting ~29! yields additional broadening of the tota
cross section. Numerical simulations~Sec. V! confirm this
strong sensitivity of the shape of the atomic peak to
potential surfaces of core excited and final states@13#.

.
ith

d
e

FIG. 5. Spectral distributions of the interference terms for
gerade and ungerade final states vs the lifetime broadening o
core excited state.V50.
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C. Analysis of the averaged cross sections

In the gas phase we have to average the cross section
molecular orientations according to Eq.~13!. Now the Dop-
pler shift is not equal to zero, yielding a Doppler broaden
of the atomic peak. Another important role of the orien
tional averaging is the interplay of the phase fac
exp(ikR0 cosu) ~6! and the Doppler shift,6kv cosu, in the
interference term~7!. This results in the narrow interferenc
structure on top of the atomiclike peak with the wid
~FWHM! @16#

DE5
2D

kR
5

2v
R

;0.06 eV ~30!

for a released energy ofDe'7.5 eV andR'2.5 a.u. Here
D5kv is the Doppler width. This is in agreement with th
FWHM of the simulated profile~'0.06 eV! for a large core
excited state lifetime broadening.G50.02 eV~Fig. 5!. When
the lifetime broadening decreases,G50.08 eV, the interfer-
ence term becomes broader (FWHM'0.14 eV). The reason
for this broadening is that the wave packet does not h
time to reach the dissociative region for shorter lifetimes 1G,
where all potential curves are parallel@see discussion of Fig
4~A!#. Thus the finite 1/G violates Eq.~30! and gives the
additional broadening of the interference term. Figure
shows this broadening clearly. We also see that the p
positions of the interference terms for gerade and unge
final states are different@the spacing is approximately equ
to 0.15 eV; the reason for this splitting was discussed abo
see Eq.~29!#. The most important result of Fig. 5 is that th
interference termss int

g ands int
u for gerade and ungerade fin

states have opposite signs and the same absolute value
long-lived core excited states. This results in complete s
pression of the interference contribution near the ato
peak, s int5s int

g 1s int
u 50, if G50 ~see Sec. IV B!. Due to

this fact, the discussed above and here interference di
peak on top of the atomic peak are absent forG50.

The final atomic spectral profile of oxygen is shown
Fig. 6~a!. As far as we consider the core excitation to thes*
molecular orbital we will deal with transition dipole mo
ments oriented along the molecular axis. It means that if
vectors of Auger electron momentum and radiation polari
tion are parallel (kie), we will see a dip in the middle of the
averaged contour of the cross section, because the c
corresponds to a perpendicular orientation of the momen
and molecular axis. This results in the Doppler splitti
(2 kV'0.8 eV). In agreement with experimental da
@17,18# this splitting is absent for perpendicular geome
(k'e). In this case the atomic peak is only Doppler broa
ened (FWHM'2 kV'0.8 eV). The comparison of the d
rect~dashed line! and total cross section~solid line! indicates
that the narrow deep on the top of the Doppler broade
profile is caused only by the interference contribution. As
was discussed in Sec. IV A, theR dependence of the elec
tronic matrix elements can change the sign of the inter
ence contribution. To mimic such a case we calculated
RPE profile of oxygen with the opposite sign of the interfe
ence term@Fig. 6~b!#. In this case the interchannel interfe
02250
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ence results in a narrow peak on the top of the Dopp
broadened atomic peak.

Figure 7 shows the RPE profile of oxygen over a bro
spectral region. The high energy part of the spectrum sh
the vibrational progression caused by the bound unger
final state~continuum-bound transitions!. The next peak is
due to the continuum–continuum transitions in the molecu
region. The last resonance is the atomic peak~also see the
inset!.

VI. EXPERIMENT

The spectra were recorded at the undulator beam
27SU @35# at SPring-8, Himeji, Japan. This beamline
equipped with a high-resolution, varied line spacing, pla
grating monochromator@36#. The horizontal and vertical ori-
entations of thee vector are chosen by using the first of th

FIG. 6. ~A! Averaged total cross section for different experime
tal geometries~kie: dot-dashed line, andk'e: solid line!. The
dashed line shows the total direct term fork'e. ~B! The same
except for an opposite sign of the interference term.
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0.5th undulator harmonic@37#. The spectra were measure
using a high-resolution electron spectrometer SES-2
~Gammadata-Scienta! equipped with a gas cell. The electro
lens axis is in the horizontal direction, at right angles to
photon beam direction@38#. Electron spectra recorded wit
horizontal and vertical polarization correspond to the pho
emission parallel and vertical to thee vector, respectively.
The monochromator bandpass is;80 meV full width at half
maximum~FWHM!, and the electron spectrometer bandp
is ;66 meV FWHM.

The Doppler effect in resonant photoemission was de
onstrated for the first time in Ref.@17# for the structures
shown here in Fig. 8. In comparison with the spectra sho
in that work, the present spectra have been thoroughly a
lyzed with respect to background contributions and with
tings that were applied on repeated recordings to isolate
Doppler structures.

Figure 8 shows the measured peak corresponding to
decay after excitation with a photon energy of 539.4 eV. T
dip on the profile is in qualitative agreement with the sim
lated profile shown in Fig. 6.

VII. DISCUSSION

We have presented theory and accompanyingab initio
wave-packet simulations of resonant photoemission of fi
in space and randomly oriented homonuclear diatomic m
ecules. Our theory clearly demonstrates the strict parity
lection rules in the region of dissociation. These select
rules are related to interchannel interference. The spe
shapes of atomic peaks of fixed in space molecules
strongly asymmetrical in the common case when the po
tial surfaces of the core excited and final states are non
allel. This asymmetry can be used for mapping of the pot
tial surfaces. The profile of the atomic peak of fixed in spa
molecules differ qualitatively for parallel and perpendicu
ejection of the Auger electron due to the electronic Dopp

FIG. 7. Averaged total RPE cross section fork'e. G50.8 eV.
V50. The insert shows the atomic peak.
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effect. We found that the energy position of the atomic pe
of fixed in space molecules depends on the lifetime of
core excited state when the molecule has no time to reach
‘‘strict’’ region of dissociation. This shift of the atomic pea
is related to the deviation of the potential value at t
‘‘point’’ of the decay transition and at dissociation. Th
physical picture of the formation of the atomic peak becom
more complicated when the molecules are randomly
ented. In this case one can see an unusual interplay of
interchannel interference and the Doppler effect. In princi
it should give rise to ultrafine structures—dips or peaks—
top of a Doppler broadened band profile measured at
with respect to the polarization vector of the incident rad
tion. The Doppler interference effect studied in the pres
work is, however, quite elusive due to a few aspects: T
interference term which is responsible for this narrow str
ture is strictly equal to zero for an infinite lifetime of the co
excited state, and the narrow structure appears on the to
the Doppler broadened atomic peak only for finite lifetim
broadenings of the core excited state in which case the t
sitions in the molecular region also start to form an atom
peak. This decay in the molecular region evidently results
a broadening of the atomic peak, something that aggrav
the establishment of the ultranarrow resonance, in princ
narrower than both the lifetime broadening width and t
width of the photon function.

Our measurement clearly indicates a distortion or a
symmetrization of atomic peaks, which we interpret as
manifestation of the predicted Doppler interference.
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FIG. 8. Experimental spectra measured at 0° and 90° relativ
the photon polarization vector. The photon energy was tuned to
maximum of the dissociative core excited state at 539.2 eV.
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